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DETECTION OF A PULSATING COMPONENTIN THE ECLIPSING BINARY AB Per

KIM, S.-L.1; LEE, J.W.2; KWON, S.-G.1; LEE, D.J.1; MKRTICHIAN, D.E.3; YOUN, J.-H.11 Korea Astronomy Observatory, Daejeon, 305-348, Korea (e-mail : slkim�kao.re.kr)2 Dept. of Astronomy and Spae Siene, Chungbuk National University, Cheongju, 361-763, Korea3 Astronomial Observatory, Odessa National University, Shevhenko Park, Odessa, 65014, Ukraine
Observatory and telesope:Sobaeksan Optial Astronomy Observatory, 61m telesopeDetetor: SITe 2K CCD ameraFilter(s): B, VTransformed to a standard system: NoAvailability of the data:Upon requestMethod of data redution:Standard CCD-frame redution using the IRAF1 pakage.

Table 1. Photometri parameters of observed starsID Name RA (J2000) DEC (J2000) V (B-V ) Sp. TypeVAR AB Per 03h37m45:s20 +40Æ45049:004 9:m69 0:m43 A5C1 HD 275605 03h38m06:s82 +40Æ44058:003 10:m55 0:m48 F5C2 GSC 02866-01819 03h36m54:s76 +40Æ54058:001 11:m7 1:m0 �
1IRAF is distributed by the National Optial Astronomy Observatories, whih are operated by the Assoiation ofUniversities for Researh in Astronomy, In., under ooperative agreement with the National Siene Foundation.
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Figure 1. A B-band observed CCD image (20:05�20:05) near the elipsing binary AB Per (VAR). Theomparison star (C1) and the hek star (C2) are marked. North is up and east is to the left

Figure 2. Di�erential magnitudes between the variable star AB Per and the omparison star C1.The syntheti light urves represented by solid lines in the top panel were onstruted using theWilson-Devinney (1971) method and photometri parameters presented in the literature.The lower �ve panels show residuals after �tting the urve to the data. Sinusoidal urves obtained fromthe multiple frequeny analysis are superimposed on the residuals in four B-band panels
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Figure 3. Power spetra of AB Per. Window spetrum is in the top panel. The suessivepre-whitening proedure shows three frequenies of f1 = 0.747 /d, f2 = 5.106 /d and f3 = 2.624 /d
Remarks:During the observational survey to searh for A-F spetral type pulsating ompo-nents in elipsing binary systems, in ollaboration with the Central Asian Networkgroup (Mkrtihian et al. 2002a), we deteted short-term variabilities of AB Per inout-of elipsing orbital phases. Observations were performed for �ve nights fromDeember 23, 2001 to September 24, 2002, with B or V �lter. We applied sim-ple aperture photometry to get instrumental magnitudes with an aperture radiusof 4:008; typial atmospheri seeing was about 2:004 during the observing runs. Theomparison star C1 did not show any peuliar light variations.Figure 2 shows light variations of AB Per. Beause the light elements in theGCVS (Kholopov et al. 1988) might have some problems (Isles 1991), we al-ulated the orbital phases from the following elements whih were newly derivedfrom all previously-known minimum epohs (Kreiner et al. 2001),Min H.J.D. = 2422987:3254 + 7:16007115� E.In order to remove the elipsing light variations, we onstruted syntheti urvesusing the Wilson-Devinney (1971) method and photometri parameters from theliterature (Branewiz & Dworak 1980, Budding 1985, van Hamme 1993). Residualsafter �tting the urves to the data show short-term variabilities with a period ofabout 0.2 day and �B � 0:m04. We estimated its period from the multiple frequenyanalysis (Kim & Lee 1996), using only the B-band data. Figure 3 displays thepower spetra of the residuals. The suessive prewhitening proedure shows threefrequenies of f1 = 0.747 /d (yles per day), f2 = 5.106 /d and f3 = 2.624 /d.
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Remarks:The �rst frequeny was seleted in order to remove long-term trends of the resid-uals. The seond frequeny was learly deteted in the power spetra. Its periodvalue of 0.196 day is muh smaller in omparison with the orbital period of about7.16 day for AB Per. The variable star AB Per is a member of a semi-detahedelipsing binary system whih revolution and rotation are normally supposed tobe synhronised. Very probably f2 does not originate from rotation-indued vari-abilities suh as ellipsoidal variability or surfae inhomogeneity. Instead, it is morereasonable that f2 is a pulsating frequeny of the primary omponent. Consideringthe spetral type, sinusoidal light urves, frequeny and amplitude of pulsation,and the membership in a semi-detahed Algol type system, we suggest that theprimary omponent of AB Per is a new, eighth member of the osillating EA group(Mkrtihian et al. 2002b, Kim et al. 2002).The third frequeny with the smallest amplitude is unertain so far whether it is areal frequeny of the star ; f3 seems to be the sub-harmoni frequeny of f2, f3 �1/2 f2. More intensive and long time-based observations of AB Per are needed.Aknowledgements:We thank Dr. S.C. Kim for his areful reading. This researh made use of theSIMBAD database, operated at CDS, Strasbourg, Frane.
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